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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS PREPARING PAPERS FOR  
MISCELLANEA GEOGRAPHICA – REGIONAL STUDIES ON DEVELOPMENT 

The aim of Miscellanea Geographica – Regional Studies on Development is to publish 

papers which are clear, concise, present recent state of geography and regional studies (also 

pertain to economic, social, historical and political issues on broadly understood 

development and its geographical conditions in various parts of the world; also in countries 

and their parts, in macro-, meso- and microscale) and which are relevant to international 

audience. Work should be original, unpublished in the same or a similar form and not 

under consideration for publication elsewhere.  

Sending the text to the Editorial team is tantamount to the Author’s/s’ statement 

that the work has not been published yet and at the same time is not proposed for publication 

in any other journal.  

GENERAL EDITORIAL PRACTICE 

Submission of text  

Articles for publication are accepted only via the manuscript submission system, available at 

http://www.editorialmanager.com/mgrsd/default.aspx 

New users should first create an account (click on REGISTER on the right hand side of the 

window), then log in by clicking on AUTHOR LOGIN. If you have trouble using the platform, you 

can find help by clicking SEE HINTS; in case of further problems, please contact the editors by 

email: miscellanea.geographica@uw.edu.pl 
 
Works should be sent in English and should be prepared in Microsoft Word © 2003 editor 
(or later version – extensions doc or docx). The entire manuscript should be double-spaced, 
with Times New Roman font used, font size set to 12 points and fully justified.  

a) articles' size shall not exceed 15 pages (approx. 24,000 characters with spaces); the 
limit size refers to the entire manuscript, including title, abstract, references, figure 
captions etc.  

b) all texts should be supplemented with the information of the Author’s/s’ affiliation 
(institution, e-mail address on the first page of the text), abstract in English (up to 
150 words), key words in English (up to 6); 

c) manuscript has been read and approved of by all co-authors, since every author 
signs it individually (appropriate statements are asked directly before publishing the 
paper);  

d) in the case the publication has more than one author, we ask directly before 
publishing the paper for the information concerning each author's contribution to 
the publication (who is the author of the concept, premises, methods etc. used in the 
process of preparing publication ) 
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e) we ask directly before publishing the paper for information concerning sources for the 
publication financing, contribution of scientific and research institutions, associations 
and other entities (financial disclosure); 

f) ghostwriting (a situation when somebody has considerably contributed 
to the publication and their participation has not been revealed – either named as 
a co-author or mentioned in the acknowledgement section) and guest authorship 
(when the author’s participation is scarce or none but they are listed as an author or 
co-author) are the examples of lack of scientific integrity and all such cases shall be 
immediately exposed (appropriate statements are asked directly before publishing the 
paper); .  

g) quotations and references should be done in  
Harvard citation style in line with the examples available at  

https://sciendo-parsed-feed.s3.eu-west-
2.amazonaws.com/MGRSD/Harvard_Citation_Style_Guidelines.pdf 

 
Editorial team of “Miscellanea Geographica – Regional Studies on 

Development” would like to express their gratitude to University of Western Australia 
for the possibility to use their reference patterns. 

Every text citation must be listed in references at the end of the text. Equally all 

entries in the reference list must be cited in the text. (Important: those not cited will be 

deleted). All titles in references, published in language other than English, should be 

supplemented with a translation into English.  

In the reference list, arrange entries (a) in alphabetical order according to surname  

of first author; (b) in date order (oldest first) for multiple entries by the same author(s).  

h) illustrations (including pictures for publication) shall be supplemented with a written 
statement of the Author that have their copyrights (alternatively, a written statement 
of the author/s of the picture for publication); we ask for appropriate scanned images 
of statements directly before publishing the paper. 

 

Peer review process 

All the manuscripts are subject of evaluation by two independent reviewers according 

to the “double-blind review process”. At least one of the reviewers needs to be affiliated 

with an international institution in a country other than the relevant author’s country of origin. 

The review needs to end with a clear conclusion as to the article’s publication being accepted 

or rejected. The text requiring corrections as per the reviewers’ suggestions will be re-

assessed by them. 

Final decisions on acceptance, rejection or need for revision are made by the editor. 

Rejected manuscripts will be returned to the authors only if they contain important comments 

from the reviewers. The review form is available on the journal’s web page. 

Proofs  

Authors are asked to correct the manuscript and/or improve the quality of figures. The time 

available for author to correct the manuscript is usually two weeks. If the deadline is not met 

the editor reserves the right to publish the article with editorial correction only. 

Publishing 

Authors are not charged for publishing their papers. Articles are published in an electronic 

(on-line) version. 
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS − STYLE AND FORMAT 

The title should be not longer than 16 words, in lower case with initial capitals and centred. 

All authors of a manuscript should include their full name, affiliation (affiliation described in 
order: Department, Faculty, University, country), and ORCID number in the submission 
system. No personal data may be included in the main document of the manuscript. 

The abstract should present the main points of the paper and the major conclusions. 
It should be a single paragraph of no more than 150 words. 

Key words Below the abstract insert approximately 6 key words separated by semicolons, 
only the first keyword should be written starting from the big letter, the following keywords 
should be written with small letters. Include the approach, techniques, models used and 
geographical location of the study, as appropriate for an international audience. 

Introduction containing a formulation of the subject, a statement on the present stage 
of knowledge in the field and a clear definition of the aim of the paper. 

Headings should be lower case bold. Avoid numbering headings. 

Footnotes should be numbered with Arabic numerals; it is recommendable to limit their 

number and length 

Acknowledgements place between the end of the paper and the reference list  

Number pages of the typescript, including tables, figure captions and figures. 

Table headings  tables should be submitted in separate files (please indicate in the text 
the place where they should be inserted). The filename for a table should be 
descriptive, e.g. Table1, Table2. Avoid tables exceeding the size of a printed page. In 
the heading above each table provide Arabic numerals in the order in which they are 
mentioned in the text and a self-explanatory description of the table content. Use single 
spacing for the body of each table. Below each table should be defined a source of it. In 
case of developing a table by authors, please note: “Source: own elaboration”. 

Figures Each figure should be submitted in separate files (please indicate in the text 
the place where they should be inserted). Maps and other graphics (of maximum size: 
160 mm x 230 mm) should be prepared in any of the standard graphic editors (with .jpg, 
tiff, .bmp, .gif filename extensions), with at least 300 dpi resolution; 
All drawings, maps and photographs should be referred to as figures and numbered serially 
with Arabic numerals in the order in which they are mentioned in the text. Written copyright 
permission must be obtained by the author for any table or figure already published 
elsewhere in the same form. 
Colour plates are acceptable. Only perfect, sharply contrasted photographs with 300 dpi 
resolution are accepted. Use a higher resolution (600 dpi) when scanning line figures.  
The minimum font size should be 9. Lines should preferably be 0.2 mm. Figures should not 
be framed. Maps should be framed and should have a scale bars instead of number scales 
(please refer to detailed instruction on bar scales design on the last page of this document). 
Include legends in the figures themselves and not in figure captions.  

Figure captions Each caption should be a brief description of the figure. Figures should not 
duplicate information from the text and should be understandable without reference to the 
text. Below each figure should be defined a source of it. In case of developing a figure by 
authors, please note: “Source: own elaboration”. 

References In order to ensure double-blind review all reference records authored by the 
authors of the submitted manuscript should be described in the following manner: 
“Anonymous year of publication” and listed at the beginning of the References section in the 
chronological order. Similarly, when citing this references in the text, one should also label it 
with “Anonymous (year of publication)”.  
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Scale bars on maps Publishing processes require that maps included in a paper as illustrations 

display a scale bar, i.e. a graphic presentation of the ratio of image size to real-world size. A 
numerical scale is usually of no practical use. The commonly used default scale bar templates from 
GIS software packages are, unfortunately, often incorrect (see examples of incorrect solution at the 
bottom of this page). The author should understand the scale and select the most appropriate type. 
The simplest scale is of a line representing reasonable distance that allows the reader to estimate 
distances and the size of areas on the map (see below).  

                                                     

A slightly more developed scale can be made to facilitate readers’ use of the map. This solution 

entirely suffices for most of maps in geographical journals.  

    

A scale can also be designed for measuring distances on the map, though this, in practice, is rare 
with regards to scale bars of maps published in articles. The first division of scale bar can be 
subdivided into smaller subdivisions. These subdivisions should not be of less than 1 mm long on the 
scale. 

   

The basic requirement for correctly devising such a scale is that the subdivisions must be included to 
the LEFT of the zero (0) value. The correct way to measure a distance is shown in below: 

  

 It is thus incorrect to place these subdivisions to the right of the zero point: 

  
For scales with a “non-rounded" denominator, e.g. 1:23,000, it is a common mistake to use 1 cm as 

the base of a scale. This would require that successive divisions be labelled 230, 460, 690 m, etc. In 

such cases, calculations should be made to divisions of the scale bar on a “rounded” value, e.g. 100 

or 200.  

                        
It is also necessary to ensure that the subdivisions represents rounded values (on the left it is 250 m 

divided into four divisions representing 62,5 m whereas on the right: 250 m into five divisions of 50 m).  

        

Below please find examples of scale bars not satisfying the recommendations: 

              

          


